**KOMATSU**

**Autonomous Haulage System (AHS)**

Your success, powered by our expertise, solutions and support

---

**Experience matters**

![11 YEARS](image)

Since our first commercial AHS deployment in 2008, we’ve been building a steady track record of success.

---

**Zero harm**

In that time, there have been 0 injuries involving Komatsu’s AHS.

---

2 billion+ tons of material hauled

- 24h Around-the-clock efficiency
- Multiple applications: copper, iron ore & oil sands
- 100+ trucks in operation

---

**Reducing costs**

Load and haul unit cost reduced by up to 15%

---

**Extending tire life**

Optimized automatic controls reduce sudden acceleration and abrupt steering, resulting in a 40% improvement in tire life compared to manned operations

---

**Minimizing your footprint**

With AHS, your operations will consume less fuel and emit less CO2

---

**Removing workers from harm’s way**

The latest technology helps you improve safety and efficiency

---

First to operate AHS over dedicated private LTE Networks

---